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Abstract
We study charmless pure annihilation type radiative B decays within the QCD factorization approach. After adding the vertex corrections to the naive factorization approach, we find that the branching ratios of B 
Introduction
Rare B decays induced by flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) play important roles in particle physics, where they are always regarded as ideal places for probing signals of new physics. The GIM suppression of FCNC amplitude is absent in many new physics scenarios beyond the standard model (SM), which could give large enhancement of FCNC contributions over the SM predictions. However, due to our poor knowledge of non-perturbative QCD, predictions for many interesting exclusive decays are polluted by large hadronic uncertainties. Therefore, it would be of great interest to explore rare B decays, which are induced with few hadronic parameters as well as only by FCNC currents.
Two body radiative B decays involve simple hadronic dynamics with only one hadron in the final states, so they suffer much less pollution than non-leptonic decays.
In studying the radiative decays such as B → K * γ, ρ(ω)γ, the isospin breaking effects between the charged B ± and neutral B 0 in these modes are mainly from the annihilation type diagrams [1, 2, 3, 4] . Many of pure annihilation type radiative decays, such as B → φ γ and B → J/ψγ, have been analyzed in the QCD factorization approach [5, 6] and in the perturbative QCD approach [7] . We find the branching ratio of B → φ γ is at the order of O(10 −11 ∼ 10 −12 ) in the SM. The decay rate is too small to be observed at presently running B factories, BaBar and Belle. Any measurements of the decays at BaBar and Belle would be direct evidences of new physics. In this work, we explore the decay B → φ γ and similarly the decay B 0 s → ρ 0 (ω)γ in the non-universal Z ′ model [8] , which could be naturally derived in certain string constructions [9] , E6 models [10] and so on. Generally speaking, within the such model a flavor mixing can be induced at the tree level in the up-type and/or down-type quark sector after diagonalizing their mass matrices.
In some new physics model, FCNCs due to Z ′ exchange can be induced by mixing among the SM quarks and the exotic quarks, which have been predicted to have different Z ′ quantum numbers. Here we will consider the model in which the interaction between the Z ′ boson and fermions are flavor non-universal for left handed couplings and flavor diagonal for right handed couplings. The effects of the Z ′ on other processes of the interest have been investigated in a number of papers such as [11, 12] , especially in B physics [13, 14, 15, 16] . The recent review about Z ′ in detail is referred to Ref. [17] .
To keep completeness, we first calculate these decays in the naive factorization approach. Then we add the vertex corrections to the four quark operators, which have been performed in the so called QCD factorization approach [18] in the SM, utilizing the light-cone wave functions of the light vector mesons. A similar work within the R-parity violating SUSY can be also found in Ref. [5] . However, in this work we will revisit these processes with the updated parameters in the non-universal Z ′ model.
Calculation in the Standard Model
In the SM, the common starting point is the effective weak Hamiltonian which mediates flavor-changing neutral current and n + = (1, 0, 0, 1) directions, respectively. Within the effective Hamiltonian and naive factorization hypothesis, we can write down the amplitudes as follows:
where a i is defined as the combination of the Wilson coefficients, 
for an odd (even) value of i. The form factor F V has been defined in Refs. [20, 21, 22] γ(ε
In order to calculate the form factor F V , we need two-particle light-cone projector for an initial B meson:
where Φ B 1 (l + ) and Φ B 2 (l + ) are the leading twist light-cone distribution functions [23] . Thus, we obtain the standard result:
where Q s = −1/3 is the charge of the s quark in units of the proton's charge. Because we have little knowledge about the distribution of the heavy meson, the integral in above formulae is often parameterized as :
Consequently, we write down the helicity amplitudes for these channels as:
Depending on the parameter values listed in Table 1 , one can get the averaged branching ratios as:
Within the naive factorization hypothesis, because of no strong phases entering into these processes, there should not exist any CP asymmetry for the processes. Up to now in our calculation, non-factorizable contributions have been neglected. As next step, we add the vertex corrections and the leading non-factorizable diagrams, shown in Fig. 2 . To achieve the goal, the QCD factorization framework [18] proposed by Beneke, Buchalla, Neubert and Sachrajda is very suitable to be applied. To calculate non-factorizable diagrams, we also need the two-particle light-cone projector of the vector mesons:
where g
⊥ (u) and g (a)
⊥ (u) are twist-3 distribution amplitudes of vector mesons, and explicit formulae can be found in Ref. [24] .
After adding the contributions, the form of amplitudes for the decay modes becomes the similar, just replacing a i by a ′ i , which involve the O(α s ) corrections. a ′ i 's are calculated to be where F 1,2 arise from one gluon exchange between the two currents of color-octet operators as shown in Fig. 2 ,
Here we have neglected the small effect of box diagrams and the diagrams with photon radiating from energetic light quarks, which are further suppressed by Λ QCD /M B . Including O(α s ) contributions, the averaged branching ratios in the SM are estimated to be
Comparing with the results in Eq. (14) of the naive factorization, one finds the branching ratio of B 0 s → ρ 0 γ almost unchanged. To find out the reason why the correction dose not take an effect, we list the values of a ′ i of these decay modes in the Table 2 . From the table, we find that the corrections to a 7,9 are very small and can be neglected.
Although Wilson coefficients of QCD penguin operators changed a little, but they give no contribution because the quark component of ρ 0 is (uū − dd)/ √ 2. For a 2 , it changes much, but the correction is suppressed by the CKM elements. So, the unchanged branching ratio is quite reasonable. As for B 0 s → ωγ, the decrease of a 5 can cause that the branching ratio becomes even smaller than that of the naive factorization. For the decay B 0 d → φ γ, the increase of the ratio mainly comes from the change of a 3 and a 5 .
Because there are both weak and strong phases in the decay modes B 0 s → ρ 0 γ and B 0 s → ωγ, we can get the CP asymmetries of these two channels as follows,
by the definition of CP asymmetry
For the decay mode B 0 d → φ γ, there is only weak phase from V tb V * td , so that the CP asymmetry in this decay disappears within the SM.
Calculation in the Non-universal Z ′ Model
Now we consider the effects due to an extra U(1) ′ gauge boson Z ′ . Usually, the flavor mixing can be induced at the tree level in up-type and/or down-type quark sector after diagonalizing their mass matrices. In some new physics model, FCNCs due to Z ′ exchange can be induced by mixing among the SM quarks and the exotic quarks, which is predicted and can make different Z ′ quantum numbers after the mixing. Here we will consider the model in which the interaction between the Z ′ boson and fermions are flavor non-universal for left handed couplings and flavor diagonal for right handed couplings. For simplicity, we neglected the mixing between the Z 0 and Z ′ and the evolution effect from the high scale M Z ′ to the M W scale.
We start to set up the relevant interactions with the new Z ′ gauge particle. Following the convention in Ref. [8] ,
we write the couplings of the Z ′ -boson to fermions as
where i is the family index and ψ labels the fermions and P L,R = (1 ∓ γ 5 )/2. According to some string construction or GUT models such as E 6 , it is possible to have family non-universal Z ′ couplings. That is, even though ε L,R i are diagonal, the couplings are not family universal. After rotating to the physical basis, FCNCs generally appear at tree level in both left handed and right handed sectors. Explicitly,
Moreover, these couplings may contain CP-violating phases beyond that of the SM. The effective Hamiltonians describing the transition mediated by the Z ′ boson have the form as: 
we can parameterize these coefficients as
where φ ′ = φ − β , (φ is the weak phase associated with B L db ). In the following discussion, we adopt B
for convenience (note that a possible negative sign can be accounted for by shifting φ by π), which has been stated in detail in Ref. [13] . In order to see the effect 
Assuming only left handed couplings are present, the bound on FCNC Z ′ coupling (B L db ) from B 0 −B 0 mass difference has been obtained in [14] as
Using y ∼ 10 −2 , one can obtain a more stringent bound on |B L db | < 10 −3 . From these two relations one can obtain
∼ 10 −3 with the CKM matrix elements considered. However, in our analysis here we vary their values within the range |ξ 2 | ∈ (10 −3 , 10 −2 ), since the major purpose of this work is searching for new physics signal rather than obtaining acute numerical results.
It is noted that the other Wilson coefficients may also receive contributions from the Z ′ boson through renormalization group (RG) evolution. With our assumption that no significant RG running effect between M ′ Z and M W scales, the RG evolution of the modified Wilson coefficients is exactly the same as the ones in the SM [19] . Using the values of these coefficients at m b scale we can analogously obtain the new contribution to the transition amplitude as done in 
and the contributions of new physics can be formulated as
Noted that ∆a ′ i s involve the new weak phase, which may change the CP asymmetries remarkably. Now using |ξ 1 | = |ξ 2 | = ξ and taking the decay mode B s → ρ 0 γ as an example, we also list the correction to a ′ i from Z ′ boson in the last column of Table 2 . From the table, we note that the corresponding Wilson coefficient of electro-weak penguin is enhanced remarkably with suitable parameter ξ , which may affect the branching ratio and other observed values.
In Fig. 3 , Fig. 4 and Moreover, we find that these decay modes may have large CP asymmetries when ξ = 0.001 and suitable weak phase φ .
It implies that the contributions from new physics and from the SM can be comparable, and the interference between them leads to large asymmetries. Furthermore, future observations of these modes could in turn help us to constrain the mass of Z ′ boson within the model.
Conclusion
In this work, we have studied pure annihilation type radiative processes B The observations of these modes could in turn help us to constrain the mass of Z ′ within the model.
